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What she was pleased to term their superior intelligence, and more
real and reliable probity.—c. bronte (Villette, 1853).
It is absurd at this time of day to make a fuss about the word.
It is with us and will remain with us, whatever pedants and
purists may say. In such cases obstaprincipiis is the only hope;
reliable might once have been suppressed, perhaps; it cannot
now. But it is so fought over, even today, that a short dis-
cussion of it may be looked for. The objection to it is obvious:
you do not rely a thing; therefore the thing cannot be reliable;
it should be rely-on-able (like come-at-able). Some of the
analogies pleaded for it are perhaps irrelevant—as laughable,
available. For these may be formed from the nouns laugh,
avail> since -able is not only gerundival (capable of being
laughed at), but also adjectival (connected with a laugh); this
has certainly happened with seasonable; but that will not help
reliable, which by analogy should be relianceable. It is more to
the point to remark that with reliable must go dispensable (with
indispensable) and dependable, both quite old words, and
disposable (in its commoner sense); no one, as far as we know,
objects to these and others like them; reliable is made into a
scapegoat. The word itself, moreover, besides its wide popu-
larity, is now of respectable antiquity, dating at least from
Coleridge.1 It may be added that it is probably to the campaign
against it that we owe such passive monstrosities as 'ready to be
availed of for available, which is, as we said, possibly not open
to the same objection as reliable.
I have heretofore designated the misuse of certain words as Briticisms.
—R. G. WHITE.
Britannic, Britannicism; British, Britishism. Britic?
4. Needless, though correct formations.
The sordor and filths of nature, the sun shall dry up.—emerson.
As candeo candor, ardeo ardor, so—we are to understand—
1 The O.E.D., which had not reached R when this book was published
(1906), now shows that reliable (or ralidbill) goes back to the i6th century.
H. W. F. 1930.

